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Drugovich starts the season in first place on his return to MP Motorsport at Sakhir 
 
On his return to MP Motorsport, Felipe Drugovich led a closely contested opening session of the 
season in Sakhir, with the top 13 all separated by less than one second. DAMS prevented an MP 
Motorsport one-two as Ayumu Iwasa and Roy Nissany went second and third with just seconds to go 
and dropped Clément Novalak to fourth.  
 
Novalak had initially set the first laptime of the new Formula 2 season as the field battled to keep 
their cars on the ground in gusty conditions, with the Frenchman’s almost literal flying lap a steady 
1:48.044.  
 
Less than two weeks on from pre-season testing at the Bahrain International Circuit, the grid had 
Liam Lawson’s benchmark time of 1:41.623 from the three-day event to try and match.  
 
Novalak improved with his second tour of the track, but it was Jake Hughes who jumped to the 
summit, taking the time down to 1:45.294. He was followed by his teammate Amaury Cordeel as Van 
Amersfoort began their first F2 session in first and second.  
 
Lawson’s first attempt at a flying lap put him second, although he remained nearly half a second off 
Hughes. Marcus Armstrong briefly jumped ahead of him for Hitech Grand Prix, but the Carlin driver’s 
second attempt was a stronger one and it put him in first place.  
 
Lawson wasn’t there for long, though, as the flying laps began to drop. PREMA Racing’s Jehan 
Daruvala pushed Lawson down to second with the first sub-1m 45s time, before Armstrong jumped 
ahead of him too, the Hitech driver taking P2.  
 
MP Motorsport then bumped Daruvala down to third as Drugovich went first ahead of Novalak, with 
the Brazilian racer slicing two tenths off the quickest time.  
 
With less than three minutes left on the clock, DAMS were able to break up the MP one-two, as 
Ayumu Iwasa and Roy Nissany went second and third, ahead of Novalak.  
 
Armstrong managed to climb back ahead of Daruvala in the closing stages to start his third F2 
campaign in fifth place, with Lawson having fallen to seventh at the flag, ahead of his rookie Carlin 
teammate, Logan Sargeant.  
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Hughes managed to maintain his place in the top half off the grid, completing the top 10 behind 
Campos Racing’s Olli Caldwell.  
 
The first points’ paying session of the season will begin at 7.30pm local time on the Bahrain 
International Circuit.  
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2022 FIA FORMULA 2 CHAMPIONSHIP – ROUND 1 FREE PRACTICE PROVISIONAL 
CLASSIFICATION 

 
|  | DRIVER | TEAM | 
| 1 | Felipe Drugovich | MP Motorsport | 
| 2 | Ayumu Iwasa | DAMS | 
| 3 | Roy Nissany | DAMS | 
| 4 | Clément Novalak | MP Motorsport | 
| 5 | Marcus Armstrong | Hitech Grand Prix | 
| 6 | Jehan Daruvala | PREMA Racing | 
| 7 | Liam Lawson | Carlin  | 
| 8 | Logan Sargeant | Carlin  | 
| 9 | Olli Caldwell | Campos Racing | 
| 10 | Jake Hughes | Van Amersfoort Racing | 
| 11 | Dennis Hauger | PREMA Racing | 
| 12 | Richard Verschoor | Trident | 
| 13 | Jüri Vips | Hitech Grand Prix | 
| 14 | Jack Doohan | Virtuosi Racing | 
| 15 | Théo Pourchaire | ART Grand Prix | 
| 16 | Frederik Vesti | ART Grand Prix | 
| 17 | Ralph Boschung | Campos Racing | 
| 18 | Amaury Cordeel | Van Amersfoort Racing | 
| 19 | Calan Williams | Trident | 
| 20 | Marino Sato | Virtuosi Racing | 
| 21 | Enzo Fittipaldi | Charouz Racing System | 
| 22 | Cem Bölükbasi | Charouz Racing System | 
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About the FIA Formula 2 Championship™ 

 

THE F2 FIA FORMULA 2 CHAMPIONSHIP LOGO, FIA FORMULA 2 CHAMPIONSHIP, FIA FORMULA 2, FORMULA 2, F2 
AND RELATED MARKS ARE TRADEMARKS OF THE FEDERATION INTERNATIONALE DE L’AUTOMOBILE AND USED 
EXCLUSIVELY UNDER LICENCE.  ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. 


